This paper reveals new infinite classes of Periodic Jacobi Algorithms, adding more and wider specific cases to already existing results explored by the author in his previous works. For any given real number α where 6 {0) = [a (v) ] is the greatest integer not exceeding a iv \ leads up to Ordinary Continued Fractions. This Algorithm was generalized by Jacobi [l] , and its theory masterfully developed by Perron [2] for any
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number of n -1 real numbers (n ^ 3) in the following way.
Let a k 0) (k = 1, 2, , n -1) be any set of n -1 real numbers; from this set (infinitely many) new sets a k v) (v - and let w denote one of the following irrationals -
then the JAPAL of the n -1 numbers 
Let us further denote
then the JAPAL of the n -1 numbers
is purely periodic and its primitive length is n 2 . The period consists of n fugues. The n -1 elements of the accumulator of the first fugue have the form
The accumulator of the sth fugue (s = 2, , n -1) has the form: the first n -s elements have the form
the following s -1 elements have the form
Λ_. +t =-i+ Σ (-i
The n -1 elements of the accumulator of the nth fugue have the form
In the case of m = d = 1 the primitive length of the period is %. The period consists here of one fugue, and the elements of its accumulator have the form (6). In the quadratic case (n -2) we have, according to the Main Theorem, as can be easily calculated by the reader,
the accumulator of the first fugue has the form A -2(Z> -1) the accumulator of the second fugue has the form
therefore we have the development in a periodic continued fraction: 
and let denote 
following s -1 elements have the form:
t/ιe n -1 elements of the accumulator of the nth fugue haveΓΛhe form: 
and £e£ denote
is purely periodic and its primitive length is rι\ The period consists of n fugues. The n -1 elements of the accumulator of the first fugue have the form:
The n -1 elements of the accumulator of the sth fugue have the form: (s -2, 3, , n -1) ίfte ./ϊrs£ n -s elements have the form-
n -1 elements of the accumulator of the nth fugue have the form:
It is obvious that all the elements of the accumulators (6) to (8a) are integers. We shall prove that the elements of the accumulators (8b), (8c) are integers, too. To this end we have to prove that
Ill* Auxiliary functions-notations and identities* The essential tools used here to prove the Main Theorem and its Corollaries are the following functions:
,
For any polynomial P,(w, D) in w, Z) with integers c< as coefficients, namely
the following abbreviations will be used
.,»-!; P; = l).
(β = l, ...,n-l; (1 'P 0 = 0).
The following identities are essential for the proof of the Main Theorem and its corollaries:
Proof of (13). We have from (9):
Proof of (13a). This is completely analogous to proof of (13).
Proof of (14). We have from (10)-
We thus have to prove 
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Proof of (15). If we arrange the expression on the right hand of the equation
in descending powers of w, we get Now the identity holds:
n view of this identity we get
Proof of (16). We have from (15):
In view of these two formulas and according to (14), we"get 
Proo/ of (17). We have, on the basis of (16)
-S + i i
Proof of (18). This follows directly from (16), if we interprete (1) 0n-8,t as (g n -. 8ft -9n-u 8 ) -(D -w). (It will be shown later that this interpretation is in accordance with the general notation of a) P 8 .
Proof of (19). We have from (16), (18):
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(8 -1 + ϊ\ n-s-l -Σ <-iW 
Proof of (20d). We have from previous proofs and formulas Proof of (17a). We have from (17)
Σ ) Σ i=0 t=0
Proo/ 0/ (20e). This follows immediately combining (17a), (19), (20a).
IV. Inequalities. In this chapter we shall establish magnitude relations between the auxiliary functions /" F., g n^, , t . We first note that 
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so that
, -•-,%-I; I ^ s + t ^ n -I) .
Proo/ of (24b). It follows from (22), (24)
(25) 2F M _ 2 < -±-F B _ x . a Proof of (25). We have to prove
and prove α fortiori
1 ^JZ, 1 We thus have to prove Proof of (27). We have from (18) for t = 2r + 1
TO-2 (Ύ)
-
F n -.+t-n Ĩ -t + 2i -2>
We shall now prove that the expressions under both the sigma signs are nonnegative, so that {1) g n -8 , t < (m: (Z)2 7T n _ t+ί _ 1 . We have to prove or 2^
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We shall prove a fortiori
We have to prove
which follows immediately from 2(n -1) -l^D -1 and the upper and lower bounds of s, t, as at the end of the previous proof. Proof of (28). This is completely analogous to proof of (27).
Proof of (29). We have to prove Proof of (30). We have to prove
To prove (A) we have to show ff-,« -ff-.,* < 1 , or, dividing by D -w ,
But from (27) we have (1) ff-.., < (w : ^2^.+.
To prove (B) we have to show, after dividing by D -w (1) flr_.. t > 0 .
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But for s < n
(that the expressions g n - 8 , t are positive entities will become clear^later, while carrying out the JAPAL for the f { ).
Proof of (31). It was shown that the denominator is positive. We therefore have, to prove, after dividing by
which follows directly from (17a). But from (19) we have
For 71 = s we have Proof of (37). We have to prove 
1 < f <2. On the basis of (40a), (40b) and reminding from (39) that Now the elements α^+ 2) (i = 1, 2, , n -1) again satisfy conditions (39) (C), and therefore the elements of the v + 2nd genus have the form
In view of (40c), (40d) and (1) Continuing these considerations one arrives quite easily and by induction at the conclusion that the v + ίth generator takes the form 
D -w
By this the lemma is completely proved.
We are now able to prove the main Theorem quite easily in the following steps: (1) Let be In the same way we get from (42a) that the n -1 elements of the first generator of the fourth fugue have the form With this and on the basis of the lemma, we get from (45) that the
